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XPossible Connect New Features
We have recently upgraded our XPossible Connect system with new and extensive features. Most of the
features were created from distinctive research by our engineers after gathering feedbacks/requests from our
clients. We do believe that this updated version incorporate functions which will be very useful and essential to
your businesses.
The following are some important features for your information:
 Allow multiple concurrent users and manual check in through service package selection for both prepaid
and postpaid card users.
 Set up shared/separated bandwidth management for each device per user ID. Bandwidth allocated to a
user ID will be shared/separated among all its devices.
 Control data volume of each package usage. Limited bytes per login/session.
 Set VLAN zone and control for both prepaid/postpaid users. Allowing them to access at all or specific
zones.
 Provide more than 1 range of internal default IP address for free user when the standard 254 IP address
reaches its limit.
 Set expiry date for each user ID( suitable for conference users.)
 Improving the management of assigning public IP address for users with options to auto assign or fixed
public IP address.
 Able to keep configuration of each user ID once it is checked out. For example Rate ID Configuration ,B/W
Setting, Public IP, Multiple Concurrent or Zone Setting.
 Enable license warning when concurrent users reach its threshold with auto email notification to hotel
personnel.
 Allow to set auto disconnect session or disconnect timer when the total number of users online reach a
limit.
 Able to turn on/off auto disconnect for both PC and mobile devices (system can detect via OS of each
device).
 Enable or disable devices to disconnect and re-log in when users cross over to a different VLAN zone with
different configuration.
 Enhanced interface module to support more special codes for different hotel PMS.
 Support LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol).
 Comes with report/log to track each change in the system.
 Create user accounts and level permission to access menu for each user.
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